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INFINITY LTL ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF
SURLYN REFLECTION SERIES® FOR ASIA-PACIFIC
MORRISVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA (February 9, 2016) – Infinity LTL Engineered Compounds, a global
manufacturer of custom compounded engineered thermoplastics, today announced the introduction of the
Surlyn Reflection Series® brand of thermoplastic alloy technology in the Asia-Pacific region. The products
will be produced at the company’s facility in Suzhou, China. The Surlyn Reflection Series resins enable the
production of tough, durable plastic components with a class A finish.
Surlyn Reflection Series resins contain a patented alloy of DuPont Surlyn® and nylon 6 resins only available
through Infinity LTL. The products provide superior appearance properties, chemical resistance, excellent
weatherability and scratch and mar resistance to ensure the critical OEM or designer-specified appearance
is achieved.
“Surlyn Reflection Series resins are unique in that they provide exceptional durability and low temperature
impact strength while imparting outstanding appearance characteristics such as color brilliance, surface
gloss and distinction of image,” remarked Don Hone, business manager for Infinity LTL. “With the availability
of local supply, Surlyn Reflection Series resins now are a superior choice for plastics processors in the AsiaPacific region.”

With applications in markets such as power sports (including snowmobiles, ATVs, golf carts, jet skis and
other marine equipment), automotive and transportation, building and construction, agriculture, lawn and
garden, the Surlyn Reflection Series enables the production of attractive, weatherable components at a
lower cost than competing technologies. The elimination of paint and the complete recyclability of Surlyn
Reflection Series alloys enable manufacturers to produce attractive, weatherable parts with reduced
environmental impact.
For more information about the Surlyn Reflection Series, visit www.ltlcolor.com or contact Don Hone at
don.hone@ltlcolor.com.
Surlyn Reflection Series® is a registered trademark of E.I. duPont de Nemours and Company and is used under license
by LTL Color Compounders, LLC.

Share:
Please feel free to use the posts below to share this news on your social media channels.

LinkedIn
Infinity LTL announces the release of Surlyn Reflection Series for Asia-Pacific region. http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7
Tweet the News
Infinity LTL announces the release of Surlyn Reflection Series for Asia-Pacific region. #compounding
http://bit.ly/1ogmGZ7
About Infinity LTL Engineered Compounds
Infinity LTL Engineered Compounds, located in Morrisville, Pennsylvania, and Swedesboro, New Jersey,
manufactures and sells engineering grade, custom compounded precolored polymer composites to meet the
demands of specific customer applications. The company specializes in a wide range of engineered
polymers with no minimum order size and provides a high level of technical support and a flexible customerfocused style. The company also offers a wide array of reinforcements, fillers and lubricants that enhance
the base resin properties for many engineering resins. For more information, visit ltlcolor.com or call 800863-4260.
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